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EXECUTIVE PROTECTION
Armor Bearer Protective Services is a minority-owned 
security solutions and consulting firm. We provide companies, 
executives, and families with close protection. We analyze and 
develop scalable Executive Protection strategies unique to each 
client’s comfortability and determined level of threat, risk, and 
vulnerability.

Our professionals deploy tactical security measures to ensure 
the safety of individuals exposed to elevated personal risk. 
Clients include individuals with influential professional 
positions, affiliations, celebrities, high net worth individuals, 
or clients in diverse geographical locations. Our concierge-
style approach adapts to unique circumstances and individual 
objectives. We use overt and covert security amenities to 
mitigate threat, harm, and risk.
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Our ultimate mission is to offer our clients 
certainty and confidence to fully focus on 
their core operations and brand image 
– while we discreetly provide effective, 
reliable, and comfortable protective services.

Who needs our Executive Protection services?

How can our team help?

We serve those who wish to implement 
a mobile, personal layer of security for 
themselves, their family members, and 
colleagues as necessary. We deliver 
maximum peace of mind with minimal 
disruption in support of our client’s desire 
and ability to go about their daily routines 
safely, and in some cases privately.

Our Executive Protection Specialists 
implement proactive security measures 
and countermeasures to ensure our clients’ 
physical safety and wellbeing. Steps taken 
to design an Executive Protection program 
include initial and ongoing risk assessments, 
mitigation strategy development, advance 
detail planning, threat research and 
recognition, as well a security system 
analysis and testing. We collect, analyze, 
and disseminate all available information to 
methods that keep our clients safe.

Contact our Executive Protection team today for a consultation!


